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DECORATING TREES: TIPS & TRICKS

When decorating trees with lights, there are some basic measurements that you need to take into account, such as size and 
diameter of the tree trunk as well as the branches you wish to decorate. Other considerations are the intensity of light decora-
tion - influenced by light string quantity and led distance. On the next few pages you can use our light design tool to help you 
determine the light string quantity for any size tree. 

Trees are often decorated incorrectly in terms of 
working method and applying the cord light in the 
most suitable manner. 

Tips & Tricks: 

Work from the down side of the tree branch
When applying the light strings onto/around the 
tree, keep in mind that for the viewers on the ground, 
the lights will be best visible when applied on the 
down (not the upper side) of the tree branch. This 
often goes wrong because from an installer’s point of 
view, standing on a platform  of a height worker, they 
will do the exact opposite. 

Don’t wrap the wire but make it follow the branches  
When aiming to leave the lights in the tree for a 
longer period of time, make sure to apply the wire 
in the correct way: following the branch in a straight 
line instead of being (too tightly) winded around 
the tree. See also the illustration below.  Select the 
desired light led color of the light strings and other 
product components.  

Important

Don’t:
Never wind the wire around the branch like is done in the picture 
below. The branch will grow or sometimes even expand because 
of temperature changes. As you can see, the wire will be tightened 
around the branch as a result, causing it to break or be damaged. 

Do:
Better lead the wire in line with the branch and use a rubber tie tube (Art. nr. 535-090) 
to keep the wire in place. Plastic tie-wraps are only suitable for short term use as they 
will eventually bring harm to the tree. 

To connect 2 cord light strings:

Screw on the connection part at the end of the plug
Open the connection part, put the plug cable away
Screw on the end cap
Pull out the sealing plug 
Connect the two strings to each other
Screw on the connection part.

        
LED efficiency and possibilities

Over the last few years, LED development has finally 
conquered the area of   Christmas lighting. Slowly 
the world has started to realize that modern Led 
technology has been opening a lot of doors in 
terms of color shades and versatility in application. 
On top of Led’s  having a an extremely low energy 
consumption and a much longer life of course.  

High quality for solid results and durability

The outer light chains are designed in a very robust and excellent 
quality. The LEDs are sealed towards the cable and covered with a 
protective tube. The cables are made of rubber or a PVC alloy that 
is resistant to UV radiation. In addition, the wire IP44 water resistant. 
Following a safe working method ensures a long lifespan of Tronix cord 
light. 

Important:
Make sure not to pull the light strings over edges or sharp parts during 
assembly and disassembly. This may cause damage to the wire.
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Need help or 
advice? Don’t 
hestitate to 
contact us. we 
are glad to be of 
assistance.

Decorated trees in winter at town square Bielsko-Biala (Poland)


